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Drive an ambulance as you ease your emergency patients safely to the hospital. Build pathways with obstacles, traffic
lights and crosswalks to secure free movement around the city. Drive around all day long in the city traffic on your PC with

the cop cars of your dreams in PC Games . Police Simulator Patrol Duty - Drive a police car and use your officer skills to
track down criminals, robbers and traffic violators. Your patrol duty is full of challenging. You get arrested in a parking lot

too!! Police Simulator Patrol Duty - Drive a police car and use your officer skills to track down criminals, robbers and traffic
violators. Your patrol duty is full of challenging. You get arrested in a parking lot too!! Your squad members are all

different from each other. Due to the different squad members, you will surely have to learn the distinctive behavior of
your colleagues - for example, the different races have different rules when it comes to questioning witnesses. There are
two major types of squad members. The ones who drive the police cars and live in the district, but who are not on duty.
Patrol officers can control them in order to respond to incidents and if necessary, question witnesses. The other squad

members are your officers. They are on duty 24 hours a day, and they can be on duty in any district that is open, even the
ones that are outside of your district. You can control them and use your authority to control them. You can even stop

them on the highway in order to give a lecture to a driver, however, this is pretty pointless, since the car will stop anyway,
the driver will be taken in, and the problem will be forwarded to your district.
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as mentioned before, the gameplay of police simulator: patrol duty is a third-person perspective (3pp) driving game. in
this game, you will be tasked with capturing wanted criminals while out on patrol. you can either drive your own vehicle or

use one of the available police vehicles. all police vehicles have their own unique abilities. for example, you have the
option to unlock an in-car-computer that will give you information about criminals, wanted suspects, stolen vehicles, and
even the weather. you can also use your in-car-computer to hack into mobile phones or computers to try to find clues to
the whereabouts of criminals. the main event in the gameplay of police simulator: patrol duty is the arrest. in order to

arrest someone, you have to go to their house and catch them in the act. to do so, you can use the car or the helicopter.
the helicopter is the most effective, as you can see the suspect's house and the areas near it clearly, and you can use it in

any weather. as for the car, it's slow and the suspect may escape before you arrive. in police simulator: patrol duty you
will have to gather evidence, search for missing persons, and more. you'll also have to search the suspect's homes and

other places to gather information about the criminal. you will also have to deal with the people living in the street, such
as residents, travelers, and pedestrians. there are many new features that make this game different from its predecessors,

and they are set to enhance the game's gameplay even more. you can take a vehicle wherever you want in the game.
they include cars, pickup trucks, and vans. each has different features. for example, a normal vehicle is less expensive
than a police car, but a vehicle that is registered as a police car has more features than a non-registered car. you can

easily change the driving abilities of a vehicle. you can change the vehicle's speed, acceleration, and braking. 5ec8ef588b
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